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Abstract: All of the existing emergency notes of pharmacy in Hungary between 1914 and 1919 were collected, presented and studied.
The concept of emergency money, the causes and circumstances leading to its development were defined. The historical backgrounds
of these reasons were studied and presented in chronology order. The various issued emergency money of pharmacy was classified and
demonstrated in pictures. When an economic crisis turns up in the life of mankind, special solutions will occur. World War I breaking
out a hundred years ago and the Hungarian Soviet Republic created such a situation in Hungary. The official currency was replaced
with a new one, the amount of which could not cover the daily purchase of people. The lack of change led to print numerous emergency
notes in different fields of life. In this study, all of the so-far discovered pharmaceutical emergency money was collected and presented
systematically. The paper is considered to be unique since in the field of the history of pharmacy similar ones have not been born
recently. The released notes provide an instantaneous picture of the industry (art, typography, chemical industry etc.) of the given
country as well. These pieces of paper are regarded to be valuable treasure among numismatics.
Key words: Pharmacy, notes, emergency money, the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, World War I, the Hungarian Soviet Republic.

1. Introduction
Collecting historical evidence related to the
profession of pharmacist dates back to the end of 19th
century and the beginning of the 20th century. During
the World War I a lot of them were destroyed. When
the economic situation of the countries involved in the
war started to improve, the survived material memories
helped people remember good times in the past. The
topic of emergency money is related both to the
profession and to numismatics.
In terms of history of science numismatics is a very
essential resource. It often helps to interpret questions
of history of economy as well. The images, subtitles
also help understanding a historical era [1].
In Hungary, Faludi is considered to be the first to
study Pharmacy-related coins and keep appropriate
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grouping [2]. These are the following: (1) parmacists’
personal coins; (2) reward coins; (3) pharmacists
guilds, corporations, school association coins; (4)
congress and exhibition coins; (5) coins of herbs and
botanical gardens; (6) advertising coins of pharmacies
and medicines; (7) emergency money of pharmacy.
The collection of Faludi provides the core of medal
collections of the Semmelweis Museum in Budapest.
Later Husszar tried to illustrate coin collection of
pharmacists. According to his study there are three
large groups and three small ones to classify coins: (1)
personal coins; (2) coins of institutions, congresses,
botanical gardens; (3) advertising coins of pharmacies
and medicines; (4) pharmacy-like coin weights; (5)
emergency money of pharmacy; (6) bages related to
pharmacy. Unfortunately, his work did not cover
emergency notes between 1914 and 1918 [3]. Although
Szatmary wrote a seperate study on coins related to
alchemia, these have never been classified into the
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mentioned groups [4].
Even a previous study by Zalay investigated
personal coins, coins of universities, academies,
scientific societies, congresses and other events, and
coins of drug companies and pharmacists issued from
the 18th to the 20th century [5].
The so-far found emergency money in Europe is
presented in Richter’s catalog. “Notgeld Österrich
Deutsch-Österrich
und
Nachfolgestaaten
mit
Nebengebieten ad 1918” by Richter Rudolf is the only
catalog available in other languages.
It can be stated that available previous studies deal
with only health-related coins [6, 7].
While several articles and books have been
published on emergency money by numismatists,
among pharmacists it has remained completely
unknown. During the examined period very few
pharmacies and companies issued such kind of notes.
Furthermore, they turned up in small number. It often
happens that a piece of paper is found when people
inherit their grandparents’ library or in a second-hand
book store it falls out of a book by accident. It is
obvious that many people wished to preserve them as
cherished memories of the past, but some justused
them as bookmarks without being aware of their value.

2. Searching, Buying
Emergency Notes

and

Organizing

Finding and purchasing emergency notes was part of
our personal collection mainly at auctions. Developing
and working out the classification of these notes,
cataloging methods, is unique, independent work. Also
the definition of emergency money was needed to
define. Presenting the crucial reasons leading to its
development and the circumstances is partly our own
research, partly on the basis of available resources.

3. Identifying One of the Curiosities of
Emergency Money
According to Lente [8], company punching
appeared on emergency notes. Although they were

applied to make the notes invalid but sometimes
pharmacists consciously riddled their initials for
authentication [8].

4. Definitions
To understand the significance of emissions of
emergency money, it is necessary to define some terms.
The “Korona” was the first gold-based currency in
our country, which was issued on the basis of the 1892.
It was the currency of the Austria-Hungary
Monarchy until 1925 [9].
The “pengő” was
introduced in that year through the Act XXXV. (When
the “pengő” replaced it (1925, Act XXXV))
Financial crisis is not easy to be defined properly.
At the macro level, decline in production growth,
inflation and rising of unemployment are significant.
While at the micro level, changes in consumption and
in financing structure are the most characteristic [10].
The meaning of inflation is double. On the one hand,
it means a permanent and continuous price increases,
on the other hand, it expresses depreciation process
[11].
Deflation means the opposite of inflation [11].
Stagflation occurs with the co-existence of inflation
and stagnation, which means that economic growth
stops and there is no expanded reproduction [11].
Emergency money is issued in a state of emergency
by institutions without having the right of release. A
siege, a war and an economic crisis when the central
monetary emission is prevented are considered to be a
state of emergency. They are typically paper notes, but
coins, stamps, notes made of leather, silk, aluminium
foil, clay, cards and crops have been used. During and
after the World WarⅠ(1914-1920) in Hungary civil
authorities and economic organizations issued them
because of the lack of official currency. Emergency
money was even used in POW camps [12]. During the
invasion of Hungary in some cities like Debrecen, Pécs,
Szeged and Szécsény emergency notes were issued and
were used in the same way as the official means of
payment and value [13].
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Austro-Hungarian Empire was established in
central Europe between Austria and Hungary between
1867 and 1918 with a common monarch called Franz
Joseph of Habsburg [14]. It used to be the second
biggest and the third most populated country in Europe
[15].
Austro-Hungarian Bank was the central bank, set
up on the basis of the Act XXV, 1878 as the legal
successor of the Austrian National Bank [16].
The Hungarian Soviet Republic
The Tisza-led government resigned on 23rd October
1918. The opposition (Mihály Károlyi, civil radicals
and the Social Democratic Party) established the
Hungarian National Council on 25th October 1918.
IV.Charles, the King of Hungary appointed Károlyi
Prime Minister and he was sworn in front of the
National Council on 1st November. On 13th
November 1918 Károlyi travelled to Belgrade to
negotiate the Balkan Entente military leader about a
seperate peace treaty between the victorious Allied
Powers and Hungary. His attempts ended in failure.
The French General Franchet d’Esperey humiliated
Károlyi by saying “woe to the defeated”. On 4th
November 1918, communists from the former
territories of Hungary were called to Moscow to form
a group and establish the Hungarian Communist Party.
Although on 11th January 1919, the Károlyi
government resigned, the National Council elected
him the president of the Republic. Berinkey formed a
new government but internal and external political
situations forced him to resign on 20th March 1919.
The following night the government of the Republic
of Councils was established, chaired by Sándor
Garbai but under the management of Béla Kun. The
social base of the Soviet Republic declined steadily,
its foreign policy was completely insulated, the
economic crisis grew and the military situation
became hopeless that is why the dictatorship of the
proletariat was doomed to failure. Its leaders resigned
on 1st August 1919 and Gyula Piedl was asked to
form a government [12, 17-19].
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5. Events from the 19th Century (1860-1892)
5.1 Dreaming of the New Currency of the Monarchy
At the end of the 1860s the opening of the American
“omstok-Mine” silver mines shook the basis of the
silver-based currency systems fundamentally all over
the world including the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy.
By the end of the 1870s, it was more favourable to
minting coins from silver bars since the denomination
value of the money was higher than the value of the
silver it was minted from. While one by one the
European states were changing over to the gold-based
currency system, the Monarchy was sticking to the old
one. Therefore, silver from abroad was streaming into
the country resulting in weakening the economy of the
Monarchy. For this reason, Sándor Wekerle, the
minister of finance, put forward a proposition to the
Emperor suggesting a switch to the new currency
system. However, this was received by the court of
Vienna with some reservation, since the idea was of
Hungarian origin. Finally, as Franz Joseph, the
Emperor and Hungarian King signed the Acts XVII
and XVIII on August 11, 1892, the gold-based
currency system was adopted by the Monarchy. The
new system was named after the monetary unit Korona
(Krone) and called the Korona-system [9, 20].
5.2“Korona”is the New Currency of the Monarchy
On the basis of the name of the accepted official
currency, the new currency system is called Korona.
The monetary standard was defined on the basis of the
average Vienna stock exchange trading prices of the
Napoleon (III) gold in the period 1879-1891. As a
result 3208 Korona could be minted from 1 kg of gold
[9]. (Fig. 1)
5.3 Coverage of the Currency
With not enough gold reserves available, the
currency system was also backed by silver, and thus
also called “limping” system. It must be noted that the
gold reserves of the Austro-Hungarian Bank founded
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the lack of neeeded change. In order to prevent thee
shortage of funds 1, 2 and 5 K
Korona notes were
w plannedd
to put
p into circullation [22].
6.3 The Lack of Change

Fig. 1

n from 1892.
10 Koorona gold coin

on Septembber 30, 18788 was matchhing that off the
biggest Eurropean centraal bank by the turn off the
century. Thee majority of this
t gold reseerve was provvided
by Hungaryy with its grain export andd the issuancce of
bonds [21]. As a backgroound, during the
t Crimean War

The
T main connfusion was caaused by the lack of metall
coin
ns. The 10 annd 20 Fillér coins were collected
c
andd
new
w 10 Fillér coins
c
were m
minted from the
t so-calledd
“new silver” (ann alloy). Thenn the governm
ment had 20,,
10 and 2 Fillér coins mintedd from iron. (Government
(
t
had
d the 20, 10 annd 2 Fillér cooins minted from
fr
iron [22,,
29]. (In order to prevent iron ffrom rusting, sherardizingg
wass implementeed.)

(1854-55) annd the Americcan Civil Waar (1861-65), both
b

7. Events
E
of th
he 20th Cen
ntury (1914
4-1918)

the Ukrainiaan and Amerrican grain disappeared
d
f
from

7.1.. Inflation Caaused by the W
War

the world market.
m

6. Events from
f
the 200th Centurry (1912-1914)
6.1 Protectiion of Precious Metal Reserves in the
Monarchy
The outbrreak of Worlld War I cauused panic inn the
financial woorld. Neither the
t governmeents nor the baanks
were prepareed for the posssibility of a war.
w They didd not
take the neecessary meeasures and thus a masssive

More
M
and moore states enttered the warr, which wass
gettting more and
a
more eexpensive. Governments
G
s
figh
hting in the war had too face the ever
e
growingg
prob
blem of shortage of smaall change. This
T
problem
m
occurred in Germ
many, Belgiuum, Poland and
a in Francee
too.. This situation was furthher aggravated
d by the factt
thatt the chief seccretary of thee Austro-Hun
ngarian Bank,,
Frig
gyes Schmid refused to pprovide Hung
gary with thee
app
propriate amoount of Vienna printed ban
nk notes [22].

shortage of money took place when people starteed to
withdraw thheir deposits from the baanks. In ordeer to

7.2.. Emergency Money
M
Born by the War

protect the precious
p
metaal reserves in that
t war situaation,

The
T lack of apppropriate am
mounts of smaall change ledd
to the
t practice well
w known tthroughout history;
h
the 2
Korrona bank notte issued on A
August 5,1914
4 was simplyy
diviided into tw
wo (Fig. 22) [22]. Th
herefore, thee
Ausstro-Hungariaan Bank hurrriedly releaseed Korona 1
dateed on Decem
mber 1, 1916. T
That step did
d not seem to

gold and silvver coins weere withdrawnn from cash flow
f
[22]. Insteadd, printing of paper
p
bank nootes was ordeered.
The biggestt disruption however waas caused byy the
shortage of coins.
c
Since copper
c
and nickel were useed in
the military industry, to provide enouugh change other
o
coinage mettals had to be found [22].
6.2 The Lacck of the Am
mount of Money Placed onto
o
Market
f
In order to alleviate thhe disruption of the cash flow,
Korona baanknotes off 250, 20000 and 10,000
denominatioon were introdduced on Sepptember 27, 1915
1
[22]. Paper bank
b
notes coould cover onnly a small paart of

Fig.. 2 The 2 Koorona bank notte issued on August
A
5 ,1914,,
was simply divided into two.
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help providee enough channge in cash fllow. In fact, there
t
were areas mainly in thhe south-easstern part off the
country that were compleetely isolated economically.
As a conssequence, offfending the Austro-Hunga
A
arian
Bank but yet with its taciit approval, vaarious substittutes
for small chhange were issued
i
by auuthorities or even
e
private firm
ms. Comparred to Weestern Europpean
countries “eemergency money”
m
(Nottgeld) of priivate
origin was emitted
e
at a sm
maller scale. Their use spread
mostly in areeas where thee enemies threeatened to atttack,
or in the stagging area of the
t army. Privvate firms turrned
to this metthod only inn order to emit
e
very sm
mall
denominatioons and wiith a varietty of exchaange
durations. Apart
A
from the
t minimallly required texts
t
decorative motifs
m
of the printing
p
housees can be seen on
these “bankk notes”. Auuthenticity was
w providedd by
signatures or
o stamps. Inn Hungary, thhe war Notggelds
were made in
i the spring of 1915 (Figg. 3). Local sm
mall
factories andd businesses were
w forced too create their own
local emerggency moneyy to be able to fulfil their
t
businesses. Private indivviduals turnedd to this soluution
only with great
g
cautionn, small dennominations and
various redeemption durattions [23].

8. The Outcome of World
W
War I (1918-1924)
8.1 Effects of Losing the War on the Monarchy
M
andd the
Hungarian Soviet
S
Republlic
On September 28, 1918 Chief Maarshal Ludenddorff
announced there was no hope off the successsful
completion of the war and
a asked foor the immeddiate
negotiationss with the Enntente. On Noovember 2, 1918
1
the World War
W was over. When thhe Austrian High
H
Command heard
h
the new
ws they starteed to transporrt all
of the signnificant valuues to Viennna. Libert, the
government councilor lauunched a 50 million wortth of
precious gooldcrown seet to Viennna, which was
prevented byy Miksa Faraagó in Budapeest [17].

Finance and the Prime Ministter of Hungarry ordered onn
vember 14, 1918 to reemove the 600-year-oldd
Nov
Körrmöcbánya Mint
M
becausse of the risk of thee
occupation of thhe Chech. Firrst the mint was
w saved too
Vesszprém, then to
t a MAV-maachine factory
y in Kőbányaa
and
d finally to thhe Weiss Maanfréd Factorry in Csepel..
Theere 20, 10 annd 2 Fillér cooins were minted of ironn
betw
ween Octoberr 31, 1918 annd March 21
1，1919. Thee
man
nagement of the central baank of Vienn
na granted thee
Karrolyi Governnment’s requuest and thee clichés off
ban
nknotes of Koorona 200 andd 25 were sent to Budapestt
by Lajos
L
Beck on
o a special trrain. During the period off
the mentioned goovernment, 25 Korona ban
nk notes weree
not emitted. These
T
home-made mintt notes hadd
disttinguishing marks.
m
The puublic did not welcome
w
thiss
whiite-backed soo-called “whitte money”, th
hey preferredd
to th
he previous reelease “blue m
money” whicch was treatedd
by as a foreiggn currency. The Hungarian Soviett
Rep
public nationaalised banks aand major insstitutions [24]].
Thee absence of exchange,
e
as a phenomeno
on, at the timee
of the
t dictatorshhip of the proletariat is beccoming moree
prom
minent. Emerrgency notes became accessories of thee
cash
hflow of the Soviet Repubblic. Thereforre, they weree
issu
ued mostly beetween April and June 1919. After thee
dicttatorship of the
t proletariaat ceased, the use of thesee
funds also ceased [25].
8.3 Other Emerggency Notes aare Necessaryy
The
T National Price Comm
mission orderred that caféé
and
d restaurant owners, tradders and eveerybody elsee
(pharmacists) to give back sm
mall change from
f
the totall
otheerwise they commit
c
a criime by makiing the pricee
high
her than theyy had been andd it involved paying fine.

8.2 Effects of the Hungaarian Soviet Republic onn the
Financial World
W
Mihály Károlyi
K
whoo was also the Ministerr of
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Fig.. 3

A note issu
ued by privatee pharmacists in
i 1915.
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As a resullt, new edittions were born [26]. The
difficulties of
o expenditurre are increased by the conntact
of the Peopple’s Comm
missioner of Finance andd by
obstructing transport andd broadcastinng. Money ticckets
were numbeered, signed and
a stamped when they were
w
used.

10.1 Generral Descriptioon of Emerggency Moneyy of
Pharmacy

d about wheree it is accepteed. Date of isssuing: July 1,,
read
191
19, Újpest (Fiig. 4) [28, 29]].
10.1.2
1
Notes Issued bby the Asssociation off
Phaarmacists in a Hungarian T
Town (Szeged
d)
Denomination
D
n: 10 Fillér, size 43 × 30mm,
3
front::
bluee backgrounnd with whhite letters “Board off
Phaarmacy of Szeeged”, in onee of the two white
w
circularr
fields there a bluue 10, in thee other one th
here is a bluee
snak
ke. Betweenn the two whhite fields theere are somee
worrds in blue “ccoin replacem
ment ticket”, back: rubberr
stam
mp of the acccepting pharrmacy or sign
nature of thee
phaarmacist or booth.
Denomination
D
n: 20 Fillér, ssimilar to 10 Fillér
F
but redd
used instead of blue.
b
Denomination
D
n: 50 Fillér, siimilar to 10 Fillér
F
but grayy
is used
u
instead of
o blue (Fig. 55).
10.1.3
1
Privatte Issues of Pharmacists Notes from
m
191
15
A pharmacistt form Orsovva called Feerenc Freylerr
issu
ued it betweeen 1915 andd 1916. Deno
omnation: 100
Filllér, white caardboard papper with a rubber
r
badgee
fram
me,
in
the
middle
“Freylerr
Ferenc/gyógyszeerész/Orsova”” (name, job, town),,
abo
ove the framee a machine pprinted sequeence number,,
sizee: 62 × 39 mm.
m
Denomination
D
n: 20 Fillér, siimilar to the 10
1 Fillér notee
but yellowish white
w
cardboard was useed instead off
whiite cardboard paper.
Another
A
pharrmacist, calleed Daubner József, from
m
Hom
mokszíl issuued it betw
ween 1915 and 1916..
Den
nomination: 10 Fillér, w
white paper with blackk
prin
nting in Hunggarian and in German, sizee: 114 × 500

10.1.1 Nootes Issued byy Mecicine Faactory
Denominaations: 1 Korrona, 2 Koronna, 5 Koronaa, 10
Korona
Size: 1277 × 85mm, white paperr with red-based
color printinng, leaving a 40 mm edge of the paper. On
the printoutt, there is a man with a big beard and
moustache, in front of him
h there is a mortar. It was
issued by Chhinoin Factorry, so on the note the loggo of
the factory, a curving snaake turns up. Reference caan be

Fig.. 4

9. Financiial Situatioon in Hunggary after the
Peace Treaties Closin
ng the Warr
The Peacce Treaty off Saint Germ
main singed with
w
Austria decclared that the
t
successoor states of the
Hasburg Em
mpire had too stamp on the
t banknotees in
circulation within
w
two months
m
and reeplace them with
w
their own cuurrency withiin a year andd them the OMB
O
was liquidatted. It ended in a great am
mount of mooney,
but the few stock
s
holdinggs also went abroad.
a
On Juune 4
1920, the Kiingdom Of Hungary
H
led by
b Miklos Hoorthy
signed the Treaty
T
of Triaanon. (Hungarry lost 72% of
o its
former areass and 64 % off its populatioon.) From Cssepel
the mint waas moved to the
t Archdukee Joseph Culttural
Barracks whhere stock-yarrds were convverted into a new
mint and coiinage is still going
g
on therre today. On June
J
24, 1924 thee National Baank of Hungaary was founnded.
On August 25, 1925 Hungary’s first
f
indepenndent
currency apppeared, called Pengő and was also
gold-based [27]. Furtherr studies are needed to coover
this topic.

10. Presentation off Cataloged Emergeency
Money

A note issu
ued by factoriees (Factory Ch
hinoin) in 1919..
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Denomination
D
n: 10 Fillér, 220 Fillér, 50 Fillér (Fig.6))
Greeen, blue andd yellow papper was used
d with blackk
prin
nting.
A pharmacist called Hauer Lajos from Cegléd
C
issuedd
it.
Denomination
D
ns: 10 Fillér, 220 Fillér, 50 Fillér
F
(Fig 6.))
Yelllow thin papper was used with black
k printing inn
Hun
ngarian. Size: 44 × 32 m
mm.
A pharmacistt called Töröök Gyula forrm Keveházaa
issu
ued it.
Denomination
D
n: 20 Fillér, 30 Fillér.
A pharmacistt called Fraankl Antal from
f
Szegedd
issu
ued it.
Denomination
D
ns: 10 Fillér, 220 Fillér, 50 Fillér.
A pharmacistt called Töröök Márton from
f
Szegedd
issu
ued it.
Denomination
D
ns: 10 Fillér, 20 Fillér. Thin blue paperr
wass used with bllack printed H
Hungarian tex
xt, size: 30 ×
27 mm.
m
A
off Pharmacists in a
Fig. 5 Notees issued by Association
Hungarian toown (Szeged) in
n 1919.

mm (rear seaal on the backk)
Denominaation: 20 Filléér, similar to the
t 10 Fillér note.
n
Denominaation: 50 Filléér, similar to the 10 Fillér note
but greenishh blue paper was
w used.
Denominaation: 1 Korrona, similar to the 10 Fillér
F
note but orannge paper waas used. (Fig. 3)
10.1.4 Nootes form 1919
A pharm
macist called Zalay Károoly from Cegléd
issued it.
Denominaations: 10 Filllér, 20 Fillér
A pharm
macist called Illés Sándoor from Cegléd
issued it.

Fig.. 6

Notes issu
ued by private p
pharmacists in
n 1919.

Table 1 Emergency moneyy of pharmacissts issued by orrganizations and pharmaceu
uticals between
n 1914 and 191
19.
Location of reelease

Isssuing organization

Csongrád couunty Szeged

Phharmacy Board of Szeged

Pest county Újpest
Ú
(part of Budapest)
B

CH
HINOIN Pharm
maceutical

Denomination
D
o emergency m
of
money
10
1 Fllér
20
2 Fillér
50
5 Fillér
1 Korona
2 Korona
5 Korona
10
1 Korona

Tim
me of release
1919
9

1919
9
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Table 2 Private funds, issued between 1914 and 1919.
Location of release

Issuer pharmacist

Name of pharmacy and year
of establishment

Caras-Severin County
Orsova

Freyler Ferenc

Magyar Korona
1827

Timis county Homokszíl

Daubner József

Csongrád county Szeged

Frankl Antal

Csongrád county Szeged

Török Márton

Pest county Cegléd

Sándor Illés

Szentlélek
1807

Pest county Cegléd

Dr. Zalay Károly

Remény
1886

Pest county Cegléd

Hauer Lajos

Rákóczi
1914

Timis county Kevevára

Török Gyula

Szentlélek
1846

10.2 Pharmaceutical-Related
Issued between 1914 and 1919

Emergency

Minerva
1896
Szent György
1869
Erzsébet Királyné
1907

Money

It can be stated that pharmaceutical-related
emergency money can be classified into three
categories: (1) Issues of companies and factories (Fig.
4); (2) Issues of Pharmacists Association (Fig. 5); (3)
Private issues of pharmacists between 1915 and 1919
(Fig. 6). According to the time of releasing all of the
so-far found ones were collected and presented in
tables (Table 1 Table 2) In fact, emergency money
issued by private pharmacists mainly appeared in
Transylvania, southern part of Hungary and in the
capital because of the mentioned historical events.

11. Conclusions
International and National Numismatic Associations
and some individual collectors have dealt with and
written about emergency money in general but
emergency notes connected to pharmacy issued
between 1914 and 1919 have not been collected,
classified and studied before. That is why this study is
regarded to be unique in this field of science.
It is true that this study was carried out in Hungary
and covered emergency notes related to Hungary, but it

Denomination of emergency
money
10 Fllér
20 Fillér
50 Fillér
10 Fillér
20 Fillér
10 Fillér
20 Fillér
10 Fillér
20 Fillér
10 Fillér
20 Fillér
50 Fillér
10 Fillér
20 Fillér
50 Fillér
10 Fillér
20 Fillér
50 Fillér
20Fillér
30 Fillér
50Fillér

Time of release
1915-1916
1915
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919
1919

can be stated that they also provide a nice picture of
industry (art, typography, paper making etc.) in the
studied period. Therefore historical events, social
changes and the causes of economic crisis were
followed and studied to make it easier to understand
how and why emergency money had appeared in the
past. These pieces of paper are considered to be great
value among numismatists.
In the future we would like to extend our research to
the entire territory of the Austro-Hungarian Empire to
discover other emergency notes related to pharmacy
with the help of the mentioned Catalog Richter and
present them in our classification system which is
introduced in this study. Hopefully, we managed to
interest others in this research field. As a result, we
may as well collect globally and classify new finding
according to the described classification system.
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